
Double Digit Subtraction
 At Home

Non-Standard and Standard Methods
No Borrowing



Base Ten Strategy

        38  -  12   =  26 Draw only the 
larger number 
using pictures of 
base ten blocks.
 
In this example, 
cross out 1 group 
of ten and 2 ones 
as that what 
makes up the 
number 12.
  
Go back and count 
what is leftover.  

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1Ia_3JotpHlsxnR8c7hble4XXOA0QJamv/preview


Part Part Whole Strategy

        29      -       12  = 17

10 220 9

20 - 10 = 10       and     9 - 2 = 7
    Tens Ones

The last step would be 
to add 10 + 7, which 
makes 17. 



Part Part Whole Tutorial

https://docs.google.com/file/d/12GgZZK_2B71ulhFW5-kDUtMqyNS79XUY/preview


Hundreds Chart Strategy

 46 - 25 = 21
                                          Subtracting with a hundreds chart is the 
same as adding, however, you are 
moving backwards and not forwards. You 
would go up 2 rows for the 2 groups of 
ten and over to the left, 5 times. 



Counting Back on an Open Number Line Strategy
67 - 43 = 24

Start with a line and put the larger number on the right side of the line.

Look at the second number, 43.  Since there are 4 tens, draw four large hops of 10.  Label 
the hops.  There are 3 ones, so make 3 small hops and label. 

67

67

Skip count backwards by ten, 4 times, and label.  Skip count backwards by one, 3 times, and 
label.  

67-43 = 24

57473727262524



Subtraction By Adding   78 - 43
n

I can subtract by adding.  I start at the smaller number and 
then add up until I reach the larger number.  For example, 
start at the number 43.  Add up by 10’s, then by 1’s until you 
get to 78.  Add up how many you moved up by.  

10 + 10 + 10 = 30
31,32,33,34,35 78 - 43 = 35

You could also draw out an open number line and draw the 
hops forward and add.  



Practice Questions (show at least one of the strategies when solving)

59 - 37 = 76 - 45 = 29 - 12 = 86 - 34 = 

44 - 32 = 68 - 36 = 96 - 78 = 35 - 14 = 



Standard Algorithm - No Borrowing

1. Subtract the numbers in the ‘ones’ 
place value (8-5), write the answer 
(3) under that place value.

2. Subtract the numbers in the ‘tens’ 
place value (6 -4), write the answer 
(2) under that place value.

   68
 - 45
   23

onestens

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1WBdP_DKphTKLqAFAhfdXtCmrMAIgijQk/preview


Practice Questions (Use the standard algorithm to solve.)

 48
         -36 

75
       - 41 

27 
        -14 

 

         66
       - 34  

 45 
        - 32 

 69
        - 31 

          97 
        - 64 

 25 
        - 14 



More Practice


